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* I rHKRE is no tine, fancy, 
dust - catching carving 

about the Pandora Range. In
stead, the Carving is bold and 
large, and is easy to clean.

Great care is exercised in 
making, cleaning and polishing 
the Pandora Castings. 
why they are so very smooth. 
The Cooking- lop is burnished. 
It is smooth as glass. Doesn’t 
catch the dust. Requires but 
little black lead once a week.

ANDOrçA
RANGE

That is/or Coal or Wood
Z^XF course the Pandora Range 

is a few dollars more than 
an ordinary range. But it will 
soon pay for itself in the fuel it 
will save for you. You want a range that is easy 

to clean that bakes perfectly—
that saves fuel—that is guaran

The Pan-
The Pandora Plue System and 

Wide Fire Box, designed by our 
brainy stove experts, save about

teed to satisfy you. 
dora is that kind of a range.
bee ic ac our agenu s in yuui 
locality.

half a ton of coal per year, ne- 
they supply more air thancause

the Hue systems and tire boxes 
of ordinary ranges, causing better 
combustion of fuel.

J can quickly get the 
Pandora oven ready for the 

baking. It is made of Nickel 
Steel, which is much more sensi
tive than a cast or gray iron 

It heats up more rapidly,

yoi i

The Steel Oven saves some
fuel, because it heats up 
rapidly than a cast iron 

The heavy Fire Clay

more 
more 
oven.
Coating on the main bottom of 
range prevents any heat wasting 
towards the Hour. It drives the 
heat back into the oven, and 
thus saves still more fuel.

oven.
and thereby saves you many 
precious minutes.

V
After you've used the Nickel 

Steel Oven for a week you’ll 
congratulate yourself that you 
invested in a Pandora Range. 
Get one this week. Make up 

mind you'll enjoy its many
Our

But the lay ecouom/.iuy feature 
The draft for cookingis this : your

conveniences at once, 
agents in your locality will till 
your order promptly.

top of the range is also the 
draft for baking in the 
The heat does double duty and

lui t I.

on
oven.

fuel bill /•' i re.hurtyou> Hilary'sNu h; her 
: i ■ i ; g h for
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